ConText

2015
fonts

new loader

stable interfaces

related mechanisms can be cleaned up

extensions possible
hyphenation

experimental

normalization considered
spacing

functional stable

maybe some cleanup needed
metafun

updated tex and backend interface

occasional additions

module for graphs pending
math

stable

some improvements possible

maybe lua variant (fun project)
margins

quite okay

right2left adaption in progress
structure
stable
maybe cleanup
conversions
stable
sorting

works

extension possible

japanese in progress
publications

getting there

documentation pending
color

stable
backend

stable

awaiting some cleanup in engine backend
images

stable
epub

always work in progress
columns

mixed more or less stable
columnsets to be redone
better float support needed
file io

stable
tables

stable

maybe some xtables extensions
verbatim

stable

maybe some cleanup
xml

stable

maybe some more helpers
positioning

okay

optimization possible
cldf

okay

always more possible
layout

okay

bidi model neeed
scripts

work in progress